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Extragalactic continuum SWG 

§ AIM: SWG established to investigate survey strategies and science capabilities of 
using continuum science (mainly star-forming galaxies and active galaxies).

§ OUTLINE: 

1.Continuum science
2.Minimum data products (images of sky surface brightness 

distribution)
3.Desirable data products (re-processed images)

§ THE TEAM:

• Chairs: Mark Sargent (Sussex) and Natasha Hurley-Walker 
(Curtin)

• Associate Members: 100 from 21 countries



(Shimwell et al. 2017)

LOFAR 

Continuum science



(Shimwell et al. 2017)

LOFAR 

Continuum science

Key requirement: Images that describe 
the surface brightness distribution of the 
sky as a function of position. 

1. Accurate positions 
2. Accurate flux-densities

(van Weeren et al. 2016)



Large spectral bandwidths

The SKA will have a large fraction bandwidth: 
1. Good for sensitivity: σT ~ (Δν)-0.5 
2. Better for image fidelity: good uv-coverage.

Must know the surface brightness distribution as a function of frequency.



Multi-frequency synthesis
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be modeled and removed before or during multi-frequency
synthesis imaging.

To summarize, just as standard interferometric image re-
construction uses a priori information about the spatial struc-
ture of the sky to estimate the visibility function in unmeasured
regions of the uv-plane, multi-frequency image reconstruction
algorithms need to use a priori information about the spectral
structure of the sky brightness. By combining a suitable model
with the known frequency-dependence of the spatial-frequency
coverage and element response function, it is possible to recon-
struct the broad-band sky brightness distribution from incom-
plete spectral and spatial-frequency sampling.

2. Multi-scale Multi-frequency deconvolution
The MS-MFS algorithm described here is based on the iter-
ative image-reconstruction framework described in Rau et al.
(2009) and summarized in Appendix A. Sections 2.1 to 2.7 for-
mulate the algorithm and summarize its implementation in the
CASA package. Differences between the multi-scale and multi-
frequency parts of MS-MFS with the original MF-CLEAN and
MS-CLEAN approaches are highlighted in sections 3.1 and 3.2.

2.1. Parameterization of spatial structure

An image with multi-scale structure is written as a linear combi-
nation of images at different spatial scales (Cornwell, 2008).

Im =
Ns−1
∑

s=0
Ishps ⋆ I

sky,δ
s (1)

where Im is a multi-scale model image3, and Isky,δs is a collection
of δ-functions that describe the locations and integrated ampli-
tudes of flux components of scale s in the image. Ns is the num-
ber of discrete spatial scales used to represent the image and Ishps
is a tapered truncated parabola of width proportional to s. The
symbol ⋆ denotes convolution.

2.2. Parameterization of spectral structure

The spectrum of each flux component is modeled by a polyno-
mial in frequency ( a Taylor series expansion about ν0 ).

Imν =
Nt−1
∑

t=0
wtνI

sky
t where wtν =

(

ν − ν0
ν0

)t

(2)

where Iskyt represents a multi-scale Taylor coefficient image, and
Nt is the order of the Taylor series expansion.

These Taylor coefficients are interpreted by choosing an
astrophysically appropriate spectral model and performing a
Taylor expansion to derive an expression that each coeffi-
cient maps to. One practical choice is a power law with a
varying index, represented by a second-order polynomial in
log(I) vs log

(

ν
ν0

)

space.

Iskyν = I
sky
ν0

(

ν

ν0

)Iskyα +I
sky
β
log
(

ν
ν0

)

(3)

3 In this paper, superscripts for vectors and matrices indicate type
(model, sky, observed, dirty, residual, etc), and subscripts in italics in-
dicate enumeration indices (t, q for Taylor-term, s, p for spatial scale,
ν for frequency channel.). Non-italic subscripts indicate specific values
of the enumerated indices (for example, Iν0 , I0 or Iα).

Here, Iskyα represents an average spectral-index, and Isky
β
repre-

sents spectral-curvature. The motivation behind this choice of
interpretation is the fact that continuum synchrotron emission is
usually modeled (and observed) as a power law distribution with
frequency. Across the wide frequency ranges that new receivers
are now sensitive to, spectral breaks, steepening and turnovers
need to be factored into models, and the simplest way to include
them and ensure smoothness, is spectral curvature4.

A Taylor expansion of Eqn.3 yields the following expres-
sions for the first three coefficients fromwhich the spectral index
Iskyα and curvature Isky

β
images can be computed algebraically.

Im0 = I
sky
ν0 ; Im1 = I

sky
α I

sky
ν0 ; Im2 =
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⎟
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⎠

Iskyν0 (4)

Note that with this choice of parameterization, we are using a
polynomial to model a power-law, and Nt rapidly increases with
bandwidth. A power-series expansion about Iskyα and Isky

β
will

yield a logarithmic expansion (i.e. I vs log ν) which requires
fewer coefficients to represent the same spectrum5.

2.3. Multi-scale multi-frequency model

A wideband model of the sky brightness distribution is con-
structed from Eqns 1 and 2. A wideband flux component is a
spatial basis function (Ishps , Gaussian or parabola) whose inte-
grated amplitude follows a Taylor polynomial in frequency. A
region of emission in which the spectrum varies with position
will be modeled as a sum of these wide-band flux components.
The image-reconstructionprocess simultaneously solves for spa-
tial and spectral coefficients of these flux components.

The image at each frequency can be modeled as a linear com-
bination of Taylor-coefficient images at different spatial scales.

Imν =
Nt
∑

t=0

Ns
∑

s=0
wtν
[

Ishps ⋆ I
sky
s
t

]

where wtν =
(

ν − ν0
ν0

)t

(5)

Here, Ns is the number of discrete spatial scales used to represent
the image and Nt is the order of the series expansion of the spec-
trum. Iskys

t
represents a collection of δ-functions that describe the

locations and integrated amplitudes of flux components of scale
s in the image of the tth series coefficient.

2.4. Measurement equations

The measurement equations6 for a sky brightness distribution
parameterized by Eqn.5 are

4 Wideband imaging algorithms described in Conway et al. (1990)
and Sault & Wieringa (1994) use a fixed spectral index across the band,
and handle slight curvature by performing multiple rounds of imaging
after removing the dominant or average α at each stage. They also sug-
gest using higher order polynomials to handle spectral curvature.
5 Conway et al. (1990) state that the logarithmic expansion has better

convergence properties than the linear expansion when α << 1. An even
more compact representation is a polynomial in log I vs log ν, but it be-
comes numerically unstable to operate on logarithms and exponentials
of pixel amplitudes, especially in the presence of noise.
6 Appendix A contains an explanation of the matrix notation

used here, and briefly describes standard radio-interferometric image-
reconstruction within a least-squares model-fitting framework (mea-
surement equations, normal equations, and iterative χ2 minimization).
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The measurement equations6 for a sky brightness distribution
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surement equations, normal equations, and iterative χ2 minimization).
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Parameterise:

Build Ι(ν) model:

Sky images:

We can represent the sky in emission interms of a Taylor expansion about some 
reference frequency (see Rau & Cornwell 2011).

A power-law model is used to describe the spectral dependence of the sky 
emission.



Spectral imaging

(McKean et al. 2017)

Key requirement: Images that describe the surface brightness distribution of the 
sky as a function of frequency (coarse).



SKA Continuum survey plans

Main science goal: Study the evolution of star-formation and active galactic nuclei 
activity across cosmic time.

Methodology: Will be carried out 
in a tiered survey approach from 
wide-shallow to narrow-deep.

General user: Continuum science will be the basic observing mode for the SKA and 
will have extensive general user appeal, requiring additional observations with 
different field of view and frequency requirements.



SKA Continuum survey plans
Survey Parameter Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3

Area 1000 3-10 1
Sensitivity (µJy / beam) 1 0.2 0.05

Total time (h) 17200 12900 6560
Time per pointing (h) 8.2 205 3278

Pointing 2097 63 2
Frequency (GHz) 0.95-1.67 0.95-1.67 0.95-1.67
Time resolution (s) 0.13 0.13 0.13

Frequency resolution (kHz) 12.4 12.4 12.4
Taylor Terms 2 2 2
Polaisations 1 1 1

Field of view (deg) 0.70 0.70 0.70
Max baselines (km) 150 150 150
Pixel size (arcsec) 0.1 (25k x 25 k) 0.1 (25k x 25 k) 0.1 (25k x 25 k)

Survey Parameter Tier 1 Tier 2
Area 1 0.04

Sensitivity (µJy / beam) 0.3 0.04
Total time (h) 1520 3300

Time per pointing (h) 11.8 662
Pointing 130 5

Frequency (GHz) 8.3-13.2 8.3-13.3
Time resolution (s) 0.2 0.2

Frequency resolution (kHz) 157.4 157.4
Taylor Terms 2 2
Polaisations 1 1

Field of view (deg) 0.088 0.088
Max baselines (km) 150 150
Pixel size (arcsec) 0.013 (25k x 25 k) 0.013 (25k x 25 k)



Images and catalogues
Example of possible continuum imaging data products from the FIRST survey.



Images and catalogues

Image server required so that the imaging data can be inspected: 
1. Reliability: Has a real object been found (calibration or deconvolution 

error)? 
2. Significance: Has the object of interest been detected at low significance 

and not identified in automated detection algorithms (<6.5σ)? 
3. Multi-wavelength: How does the object compare with other wavebands?

Example from FIRST survey. 

1. Quick look (jpg, png) to see the 
structure. 

2. Downloadable FITS images for 
analysis.

Key requirement: VO catalogues specifying the source properties (position, flux-
density, size, etc.) and downloadable science analysis (FITS?) images.



Calibration issues

100 square degree 

~10 mJy /beam [2 
arcmin resolution]

Imaging wide-fields is useful for, 
1) Efficient all-sky survey  
2) Looking for rare objects

Wide-fields introduce many issues  for 
a good calibration, 

1) Variable beam power as a 
function of position results in 
a more complicated 
amplitude calibration. 

2) The phase solutions in one 
direction cannot be applied 
to another. 

3) Sky model is complicated 
(many sources).

LOFAR MSSS SVF (Heald et al. 2015)

~Vij = Jij ~V
IDEAL
ij

An error in your model  
can be absorbed in the 
calibration



Calibration issues

Sophisticated calibration schemes being developed for LOFAR, MeerKAT, ASKAP.

Basic calibration processes within the 
SDP. 

1. RFI mitigation and flagging 
(AOflagger) 

2. Direction independent calibration 
(GSM?) 

3. Direction dependent effects calibration 
(facet based or all-in-one?) 

4. Deconvolution (MS, MFS, compressed 
sensing?) — dependent on science 
goal (HI, magnetism, continuum-
diffuse, continuum-compact).

(van Weeren et al. 2016)



Calibration issues

Sophisticated calibration schemes being developed for LOFAR, MeerKAT, ASKAP.

(van Weeren et al. 2016)

Key requirement: The visibility data (gridded) must 
be kept for calibration (especially at low 
frequencies).



Multi-wavelength synergies

§ VIS-NIR (0.55–2 μm) 
§ Stellar emission 
§ Photometry (1.5 x 109 galaxies) 
§ Spectroscopy (2 x 107 galaxies) 
§ Resolution 0.2–0.6 arcsec. 
§ Wide-field (15000 deg2) 
§ Narrow-field (2 x >10 deg2) 
§ Launch 2020

Euclid ALMAJWST

§ VIS-MIR (0.6–28.5 μm) 
§ 6.5 m mirror 
§ Stellar and hot dust emission 
§ Targeted photometry 
§ Targeted spectroscopy 
§ Resolution 0.1–5 arcsec 
§ Narrow-field (5-9 arcmin2) 
§ Launch 2018

§ mm-sub-mm (85—1000 GHz 
§ 54 x 12 m and 12 x 7 m dishes 
§ Heat dust and molecular gas 

emission. 
§ Follow-up photometry and 

spectroscopy 
§ Resolution 0.01–19 arcsec 
§ Narrow-field (0.1 arcmin2) 
§ Operational!

All a big step forward in resolution (and sensitivity) from e.g. SDSS, HST+Spitzer, SMA+PdB



Re-processing to higher angular resolution (SRC)

Imaging performance / requirements can 
be flexible, depending on how the uv-data 
are used.



Re-processing to higher angular resolution (SRC)

Desirable requirement: The visibility data (gridded) must be kept and be re-
processed for different uv-coverage requirements.

Example of a gravitational lens observed with different visibility weightings.

(McKean et al. 2015)



Data products accessed at SRC

From SKA SDP pipeline design



Summary

1. Continuum observing modes and associated data products will be the work horse 
of the SKA, with the largest range of science goals and users. 

2. The Extragalactic Continuum SWG is designing a 3 / 2 tier survey approach at 2 
observing frequencies with the SKA. 

3. General User experiments will have different science and therefore technical 
requirements (but will broadly be consistent with the SWG plans).

1. Catalogues specifying the source properties (position, flux-density, size, etc.) and 
downloadable FITS images. 

2. Images that describe the surface brightness distribution of the sky as a function of 
position. 

3. Images that describe the surface brightness distribution of the sky as a function of 
frequency (coarse). 

4. The visibility data (gridded) must be kept for calibration (especially at low 
frequencies). 

5. The visibility data (gridded) must be kept and be re-processed for different uv-
coverage requirements.

Key/desirable requirements:


